MetalSweep
…when detox is your top priority
WHAT IT IS:


Specially engineered and formulated silica that supports maximal detoxification

WHY YOU NEED IT:





Important for patients with excessive body burdens heavy metal
Targets patients who need aggressive detoxification, including from toxic mold
Indicated in patients with toxic metals including mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic
Supports patients needing to maintain a healthy, clean body

HOW IT HELPS:
Silica is the substance most commonly found in natural quartz and sand. It is used to create
many products we use every day including glass and the silicon chips inside electronics. When
properly manufactured, silica can be made small enough to extract DNA from inside cells in
laboratory testing and experiments. This form of silica is referred to as nano-silica.
Metalsweep from BioPure is a form of specially engineered nano-silica. Each molecule of
Metalsweep has hundreds of tiny arms extending from its surface that are designed to grab
toxic substances for detoxification. When taken as an oral supplement, Metalsweep can bind to
toxic metals, mold toxins, and other dangerous elements that are secreted in the bile.
Every time you eat, the liver secretes bile to help you digest dietary fat. Once the bile is used to
help you absorb the fat, the bile leaves the intestinal tract, and re-enters the liver to be used at
the next meal.
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As the liver is also a detox organ, included in the bile are toxins that need to be eliminated from
the body. Unfortunately, if these toxins are not captured in the gut, many of them are simply
reabsorbed back into the body when the bile is reabsorbed after the meal is fully digested.
You need binding agents to grab the toxins in the bile in order to carry them out in the intestinal
waste. This is the purpose of Metalsweep: to tenaciously capture toxins in the bile and help to
transport them out of the body. No other substance works as well, as safely, and as reliably as
Metalsweep.
To maximize the effectiveness of liver detoxification, Sprout Shield by MyBestHealth should also
be used twice daily. Sprout Shield revs up the liver detoxification systems so that more toxins
can be pushed into the bile and then captured by Metalsweep.
Sprout Shield HP and Metalsweep are two critical components of my personal detoxification
protocol and should be part of yours, too.
Usual Dosage: Take one scooper (provided) of Metalsweep two to three times daily. Take one
capsule of Sprout Shield or Sprout Shield HP with each Metalsweep dose for maximal
detoxification effectiveness.
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